
Primary Forest School
ONLINE LEARNING – MUD KS1



The important bit for parents and teachers… but 
you can have a sneak peek at the activities too!

Activity Resources Required Potential Risks Impact

Skill – Mud Cakes Mud, cupcake tray or cupcake 
cases, mixing bowl, decorative 
nature

Child gets very muddy, contact 
with harmful plants, hidden 
dangers in mud e.g., sharp 
rocks/glass

Children to role play baking, 
add ingredients and 
decorations to their creations.

Main – Jurassic Mud Park Mud, toy figures (easily to 
clean with water), sticks, any 
other nature items for terrain. 

Child gets very muddy, contact 
with harmful plants, hidden 
dangers in mud e.g., sharp 
rock/ glass

Children to play with mud as a 
terrain for scenery of toy 
figures.

Extended – Mud Prints Mud, Hands or feet, 
cardboard or paper, pens to 
add animal features.

Child gets very muddy, hidden 
dangers in mud e.g., sharp 
rocks/glass

Sensory experience for 
children with mud and crafts.

Mindfulness – Muddy 
Puddle Jumping!!!

Wellies and waterproofs 
advised. 

Child gets wet and muddy! Enjoyment outdoors in all 
weather/ ground conditions. 



Who will be the next Mary Berry?

Mud Cakes Using your mud can you make some cakes?

For an extra challenge get
some family members to be
the judges!

How will you 
decorate your 

cakes?
What 

ingredients 
will you use?

Are your cakes 
for a special 

occasion?



Life Finds a Way…

Jurassic 
Mud Park

Bring your toys to life with a Mud Park!!!

Dinosaurs, tractors, farm animals what will 
you choose?

For an extra challenge can you
make different land surfaces?

PARENTS TOP TIP! 
After mud play set 

up an animal 
cleaning station!

What do your 
toys need in 

their habitats to 
survive?



Mud!...Marvelous Mud!...

Mud Prints

Use your hands or feet to make mud prints!

↑ For an extra challenge can you make
any animals from your mud prints?How does the 

mud feel?



Mindfulness Moment

Muddy 
Puddle 
Jumping

Rain makes puddles which are meant for jumping in!

Can you find any thick oozy mud to squelch in?

How much 
splash can you 

make?

How did this 
activity make 

you feel?

TOP TIP! Don’t forget to 
wear your wellies and 

waterproofs!



How did you get on?

What was 
your favourite

activity?
Share your feedback by;
Emailing - ellen.blackwood@primary-
forest-school.co.uk
Find us on Facebook or Instagram 
@PrimaryForestSchools

mailto:ellen.blackwood@primary-forest-school.co.uk

